
Year 5 Remote Learning 

Each day Year 5 allocate the following: a maths activity, a writing activity and two cross-curricular activities in 
the afternoon. We also have a 45-minute daily zoom and are encouraging our children to access Reading Plus, 
Times Table Rockstars and SPaG.com. They also have differentiated spelling lists with activities to complete 
during the week.  

Maths 

Our daily maths activities follow the long term plan from our Power Maths scheme, however we are using 
White Rose Maths resources which directly link to these objectives. This work is differentiated on three levels, 
including a challenge level. The majority of children access the Year 5 curriculum, however for some children 
they need work providing at other curriculum levels. We continue to use White Rose Maths for consistency, but 
on occasions alternative activities are required which focus on repetition of methods for fluency. We offer a sep-
arate zoom session to cover objectives tailored to their needs for these children. Additionally, twice a week, we 
offer drop in sessions for half an hour to support children further with their maths work.  

Writing 

Year 5 are setting a range of activities to be completed on Seesaw or on paper. We are encouraging the chil-
dren to complete at least one activity each week on paper, to practise handwriting. There are opportunities dur-
ing zoom sessions to discuss our writing activity, and then the children go away to complete it. Copies of word 
lists and writing checklists are provided to encourage a high-standard of writing.  

Spelling 

Children receive differentiated spelling lists to learn, fortnightly. They are accompanied with examples of tasks 
to encourage children to actively learn their word lists. Year 5 complete a spelling test via zoom on a Friday 
morning, just like we would in school. The children record their spelling score in the chat where only the teacher 
can see it. Children are encouraged to make a note of the spellings they get incorrect and improve their score 
the following week. If there are still words that they are spelling incorrectly, they are encouraged to make a 
note of them for future practise.  

Other curriculum areas  

Year 5 try to make these activities as active and engaging as possible. These usually include – guided reading, 
science, topic, P.E, music, R.E, computing, French or PSHE. Year 5 also offer a quiz on a Friday afternoon for 
children to take part in either on their own or with their families. We have weekly singing Zoom sessions where 
the children, both in school and at home, have the opportunity to sing with Miss Sheraton and Mr Gibson.  

Well-being activity  

A well-being activity is set every week. In addition to this, we have also had a screen free day in order to allow 
the children to ‘unplug’ and have fun.  

 

 



We are trying to encourage our children to do longer pieces of writing using a pen/pencil and    
paper to maintain writing progress.  



Maths  






